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Form follows you. A new sofa system for a
new awareness of life. DS-247 is a new sofa
system that can not only be adjusted to various
positions, but to every facet of your life. Would
you like to relax, read, do nothing? Or talk face
to face? Would you like to close your eyes for
a few minutes? Or prefer to welcome friends?
Perhaps you also have some work to do?
Whatever it is, the new DS-247 can adapt itself
entirely to you and your wishes, your needs.
And it can do that 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. DS-247 – the name says it all. Because
of its uncompromising modular form the
DS-247 is the ideal partner for what is called
modern life. With a few flicks of the wrist you
can change seating position, direction of view,
sofa structure. You can sit in the classic way
alongside one another or opposite one
another. You can lie across it, on your own or
with the whole family. You can look into the
room or out of the window. You can read a
good book and your partner can watch a good
film at the same time. And: you can remain
quiet when a visitor appears unexpectedly. The
new 360° swivel function lets you do it all with
a flick of the wrist. The equipment options for
the DS-247 are almost limitless. You have the
choice between different sofa heights and
numerous add-on elements. You also have the
option to design the details of your DS-247
individually. The wide range of extras: Rhombic
perforated welt, back cushions with side walls
in expensive leather latticework, visible or
invisible foot version, low cushioned or
classically firmer seating comfort. In addition
you can choose between five exquisite leather
qualities. Fairly certain that, in this form, your
DS-247 won’t be repeated. Of course the new
DS-247 is also a product of exquisite de Sede
craftsmanship. Perfectly finished,
uncompromising as regards quality.
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